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J'AQUES EDWIN BRANDENBERGEE, OF NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, FRANCE. 

ARTIFICIAL TEXTILE ,FALBEIG AND THE PROCESS FOR ITS MANUFACTURE. 

1,394,270. ‘ 

To all whom it may concern: ‘ 
Be it known that I, JAQUEs EDWIN BRAN 

DENBERGER, citizen of the Republic of Swit 
zerland, and resident of Neuilly-sur-Seine, 
Seine, France, (post-oilice address 2 Rue 

A Amiral de Joinv1lle,) have invented a new 
>' and useful Arti?cial Textile Fabric and the 
Process, for its Manufacture, (for which I 
have ?led application in France on May 13, 
1919,) which improvements are fully set 
forth in the following speci?cation. 
The present invention relates to the man 

iiflacture of arti?cial textile threads and the 
1 e. . . 

Heretofore, arti?cial textile fabrics have 
been woven with threads made from solu 
tions of viscose, cupra-ammonium cellulose, 
collodion, gelatin, cellulose acetate‘ and the. 
like; but in all such cases the threads have 
been solid, and the fabricsthems‘elves are 
heavy. transparent and cold to the touch. 
According to this invention, however, the 
threads, instead of‘ being solid, are more or 
less hollow, due to the presence therein of a 
seriesv of minute bubbles of-‘air, or some 
other gaseous fluid which is inert to the cel~ 
lulose or other viscous solution, arranged 
side by side; and as the result of the em- . 

i " ployment of these threads, the fabrics con 
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structed therefrom are very light, opaque 
and warm to the touch. These character 
istic properties may, moreover, be modi?ed 
as to their degree of'intensity by regulat 
ing the quantity of bubbles introduced into 
the threads and, hence, into the fabric, so 
that it is possible to ‘obtain, for example, 
a textile fabric having absolutely the" same 
appearance and feel as wool. , 

heintroduction of the bubbles of air or 
other gaseous ?uid into the viscous solution 
may be effected in any suitable manner; for 
instance, by injecting the air or gas directly 
into the solution, by beating up, the solu 
tion, by the use of emulsifying apparatus, 
etc., etc. 
' The emulsion thus obtained is sufficiently 
permanent to render possible the manufac 
ture of the threads by means of the draw 
plates or spinning heads usually ‘employed 
in the manufacture of arti?cial silk; but if 
deemed necessary. or desirable, the perma 
nence of the emulsion may be increased by 
adding to the substances'employed other 
substances such as soap, albumen, ,gela 
tin, etc. ' . _ 

The accompanying drawing illustrates 
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certain forms which the invention may take 
in practice, as distinguished from the usual 
form of thread, and various ways in which 
‘it'may be obtained; but it‘is to be under 
stood that such showing is given merely by 
way of example, and imposes no limitation 
on the invention itself. 
_ In said drawing: . _ ' ' 

Figure l is a side elevation of the ordi 
nary form of thread. , ' ‘ 

ig. 2 is a side elevation, partlyyin lon 
gitudinal section, of a thread constructed in 
accordance with the invention. 

Fig. 3 is a vertical cross-section of‘ Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section of athread 

of viscose containing a succession of bubbles. 
Fig. .5‘ is a’similar view of a thread in 

which the different bubbles unite in form 
incr a continuous bore. , . 

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view, more 
or less diagrammatic in character, of one 
form of apparatus for producing the emul 
slon. . 

' Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic side elevation of 
a spinning or thread-forming device which 
may be utilized in conjunction with the ap 
paratus represented in Fig. 6. ' E.“ 

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic sectional view 
of another form of emulsifying apparatus. 
Referring more particularly to the draw~ 

ing, the usual form of ?lament or thread is 
represented, on a greatly enlargedscale, in 
Fig. 1, as previouslykstated, such ?lament . 
being solid throughout. In contradistinction 
thereto, the improved form of thread con 
tains a series .of bubbles a of air or other 
inert gaseous ?uid such as oxygen, hydro 
gen, nitrogen, etc, which are disposed side 
by side within the thread, as indicated in 
Figs. 2 and 4; the presence of the bubbles 
being due to the introduction of the gaseous 
fluid into the viscous solution and the. reten- 7 
tion of particles of the. ?uid in the subse-_ 
quently formed emulsion. Under'ordinary 
conditions, these bubbles will be too‘small 
to possess an internal tension suf?cient to’ 
enable them to. swell out the thread, but will 
be of relatively minute size and will be 
spaced slightly from each other in the man 
ner indicated in Fig. 4;’ although if. the 
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quantity of air or gas contained in ‘the ‘ 
emulsion ‘is very great, the bubbles may 
join each other and thus-‘unite in forming 
a continuous bore 6, as'shown in Fig. 5.> It 
is usual, however, to allow the emulsion, 

110 

after having been formed, to stand for ar e 
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While in order ‘to-permit the large bubbles‘ 
to rise to the surface and break, and then 
to deliver the emulsion to the spinning head; 
but even in such case the bubbles contained 
in the thread may produce a slight swelling, 
as represented in Fig. 2. Q 

Fig. 6 shows. an emulsifying apparatus 
comprising a receptacle for containing a 
quantity of the viscous solution d/which is 
preferably viscose and which is’ whipped \ 
up or agitated to effect its aeration by means “ 
of a sultable beater 0 driven in any desired 
manner, the lower portion only of the beater 
being submerged in the viscose. Any other 
form of emulsifying apparatus may be used, 
however; for instance‘ that illustrated in 

r Fig. 8, in which the air or gas is injected 
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into the viscous solutioni through a .nozzle 
h which directs it’ against the adjacent wall 
is of the receptacle. The latter is provided 
_With two oppositely-extending outlet arms 

" or branches through which the emulsion is 
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discharged. I‘ . , 

‘In either case, the emulsion, after its 
formation, and after it has stood for a while 
to permit the large bubbles to. rise and 
break, is delivered in some suitable manner 
to the drawing or spinning plate or head 
6 (Fig. 7); the ?laments f discharged 
through the perforations in said plate or 
head being twisted together 'to form‘ the 
?nal thread or ?lament, ' 
While the invention has been described 

above in connection with the formation of 
continuous ?laments or threads, it is to be 
understood that it is equally applicable to 
the production of short hairs or threads for 

- power spinning; and that. it can also be 
utilizedin the manufacture of ?lms, plates, 
bands, etc. In any event, the product, what 
ever its form, can be subjected to the ac 
tion of'dyeing baths in. the same way as the ' 

' ordinary ?laments. - 

I claimasmy invention :— J - ~ _ J 

1. The herein-described process, compris 
ing the steps of emulsifying a viscous solu 
tion and a gaseous ?uid which is inert to said 

7 solution, and expressing the resultant emul 

50 
sion through a drawing plate to produce an 
article containing an internal ‘series of bub 
bles of said. ?uid.- ’ . 

2. The herein-described process, compris 
ingiithe steps of simultaneouslyforming a 
plurality of continuous ?laments, each. of 
which is partly hollow; and thereupon twist 
ing the several ?laments together to form a 
single thread.‘ . ' _ _ - i _ ' ' 

3. Theherein-described process, compris 
ing the steps of simultaneously forming a 
plurality of continuous ?laments, each of 
which has an internal‘ series of bubbles con 

‘ tainlng a gaseous ?uid which is inert to the 
substance of which the ?lament is formed; 
and thereupbntwistingthe several ?laments 
.together tOllgifOIfIIl a single. thread." 

‘ing a series of minute air 
, interior. 

vbubbles of a 

' ?laments being partly hollow. _ 
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4:. The herein-described process, compris 
ing ‘the steps of emulsifying a viscous solu 
tion ‘and a gaseous ?uid which is inert to 
said solution; expressing the resultant emul 
sion through a drawing plate to‘ simulta 
neously form a plurality of ?laments, each 
‘of which contains an internal series of bub 
bles of said ?uid; and thereupon twisting 
the several ?laments together to form a sin 
gle thread. ’ 

5. The herein-described process, compris 
ing the steps of emulsifying a viscous solu 
tion and a gaseous ?uid'which is inert to 
said solution; allowing the resultant emul 
sion to stand after'its formation has been 
completed, so ‘as to permit the large 'bub~ 
bles of gaseous ?uid to rise to the surface 
of the emulsion and escape;'expre_ssing said 
emulsion through a drawing plate to simul 
taneously form a plurality of ?laments, each 
containing an internal series of minute bub 
bles of said ?uid; and thereupon twisting the 
several ?laments together to form a/single 
thread. . 

6. The herein-described process, compris 
ing the steps of emulsifying a viscoussolu 
tion and a gaseous ?uid which/is'inert to 
said solution; allowing the resultant emul 
sion ‘to stand after its formation has been 
completed, so as to permit the large bub 
bles of gaseous ?uid to rise to the surfa e 
of the emulsion and escape; and expressi g 
said solution through a drawing plate to 
produce an article containing an internal 
series of minute bubbles of said fluid. ' ' 

7.- As a new article of manufacture, a 
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thread or, ?lament composed of a viscous 3 
substance having within its interior a series 
of bubbles of ‘a gaseous ?uid which is inert 
to the viscous substance. ‘ 

8. As a new article of manufacture, a 
thread or ?lamentcomposed of viscose hav 

bubbles within its 

9. As a new article of manufacture, a 
thread or ?lament composed of viscose hav 
ing within its interior a series of minute 

_ v gaseous ?uid which is inert to ‘ 
viscose. , 

10. An article of the character described, 
comprising a body, portion formed of a sol 
idi?ed viscous substance containing within 
its-interior a series of minute bubbles of .a 
gaseous fluid which is inert-‘to the viscous. 
substance, said bubbles being arranged side 
by side.‘ . I 

11. As a new article of manufacture, an 
arti?cial silk thread which is partly hollow. 

12. As a new article __of manufacture, an 
arti?cial silk thread‘ containing an internal 
series of bubbles of gaseous ?uid. 

13'.\>-As a new article of manufacture, an 
arti?cial silk rthlreadljcomprlsing a series 
of ?laments twisted together, each‘v of said 
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14. As a new article of manufacture, an 
arti?cial silk thread comprising a series of 
?laments twisted together, each of said ?la 
ments containing an internal series of’bub 

i bles of gaseous ?uid. _ 
15. The herein-described‘ process, com 

prising the steps of emulsifying a viscous 
solution and a gaseous ?uid which is inert 
to the viscous solution; and then expressing 

) the emulsion through a drawing plate to 
form a ?lament wherein a series of bubbles 
of said ?uid are entrained. ‘ 

16. The herein-described process, com 
prising the steps of emulsifying a viscous 

3 solution and a gaseous ?uid which is inert 

to the viscous solution; allowing the result 
ant emulsion to stand after its formation 
has been completed, so as to permit the large 
bubbles of gaseous ?uid to rise to the sur 
face of the emulsion and escape; and then 
expressing the emulsionthrough a draw 
ing plate to form a ?lament wherein a se 
ries of bubbles of said ?uid are entrained. 

' In testimony whereof I have signed this 
speci?cation in the presence of a subscribing 
,witness. ' 

JAQUES EDWIN BRANDENBERGER. 

Witness : 
ABHoUsE NICOLAS. 
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